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ABSTRACT

Context. We report on the third part of a series of studies on eruptions associated with small-scale loop complexes named coronal
bright points (CBPs).
Aims. A single case study of a CBP in an equatorial coronal hole with an exceptionally large size is investigated to expand on our
understanding of the formation of mini-filaments, their destabilisation, and the origin of the eruption triggering the formation of jet-
like features recorded in extreme ultraviolet (EUV) and X-ray emission. We aim to explore the nature of the so-called micro-flares in
CBPs associated with jets in coronal holes and mini coronal mass ejections in the quiet Sun.
Methods. Co-observations from the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA) and Helioseismic Magnetic Imager (HMI) on board the
Solar Dynamics Observatory as well as GONG Hα images are used together with a non-linear force free field (NLFFF) relaxation
approach, where the latter is based on a time series of HMI line-of-sight magnetograms.
Results. A mini-filament (MF) that formed beneath the CBP arcade about 3−4 h before the eruption is seen in the Hα and EUV
AIA images to lift up and erupt triggering the formation of an X-ray jet. No significant photospheric magnetic flux concentration
displacement (convergence) is observed and neither is magnetic flux cancellation between the two main magnetic polarities forming
the CBP in the time period leading to MF lift-off. The CBP micro-flare is associated with three flare kernels that formed shortly
after the MF lift-off. No observational signature is found for magnetic reconnection beneath the erupting MF. The applied NLFFF
modelling successfully reproduces both the CBP loop complex as well as the magnetic flux rope that hosts the MF during the build-up
to the eruption.
Conclusions. The applied NLFFF modelling is able to clearly show that an initial potential field can be evolved into a non-potential
magnetic field configuration that contains free magnetic energy in the region that observationally hosts the eruption. The comparison
of the magnetic field structure shows that the magnetic NLFFF model contains many of the features that can explain the different
observational signatures found in the evolution and eruption of the CBP. In the future, it may eventually indicate the location of
destabilisation that results in the eruptions of flux ropes.

Key words. Sun: activity – Sun: corona – Sun: filaments, prominences – Sun: magnetic fields – methods: numerical –
methods: observational

1. Introduction

Coronal bright points (CBPs) have been intensively studied for
almost five decades. They represent a set of small-scale coro-
nal loops that connect magnetic flux concentrations of an oppo-
site polarity. As the plasma confined in these loops is heated to
over a million degrees, they are seen with enhanced emission
in the extreme ultraviolet (EUV) and X-ray. CBPs are found to
be uniformly distributed in the solar corona of the quiet Sun,
coronal holes, and in the vicinity of active regions. This paper
is the third of a series of studies that investigate the eruptive
behaviour of CBPs. Mou et al. (2018, hereafter Paper I) explored
the morphological and dynamical evolution of eruptions associ-
ated with CBPs in the context of their full lifetime evolution. The
follow-up study by Galsgaard et al. (2019, hereafter Paper II)

? Movies associated to Figs. 9 and B.2 are available at
https://www.aanda.org

employed data-driven modelling based on a non-linear force-
free field (NLFFF) relaxation code in order to reproduce the
time evolution of the magnetic field of these eruptions; addition-
ally, they provide insight into the possible causes for destabilisa-
tion and eruption. An overview of the observational findings and
modelling of CBPs and related phenomena are given in Papers I
and II. Madjarska (2019) provides a detailed review on CBPs.

Here, we briefly summarise the main findings on the erup-
tions from quiet Sun CBPs from Papers I and II. Paper I reports
that 76% of the studied CBPs (31 out of 42) hosted at least one
eruption during their lifetime. The study then explored the obser-
vational properties of 21 eruptions associated with 11 quiet Sun
CBPs. The eruptions occurred, on average, ∼17 h after the CBP
formation, where the typical lifetime of CBPs in images taken
with the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA) on board the
Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) in the Fexii 193 Å channel
(hereafter AIA 193) was found to be ∼21 h. Convergence and
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cancellation of the CBP bipoles typically take place both before
and during the eruptions. The CBP eruptions unfold with the
expulsion of chromospheric material either as an elongated fila-
mentary structure (mini-filament) or as a volume of cool material
(cool plasma cloud). This is usually accompanied by the ejec-
tion of the CBP and/or higher overlying hot loops. Occasion-
ally coronal waves are also observed. Micro-brightenings called
micro-flares are detected in all eruptions and are always associ-
ated with the polarity inversion line (PIL) of the bipoles related
to the eruptions. The nature of the micro-flares has yet to be
determined. Mini coronal mass ejections (mini-CMEs) occur in
11 out of the 21 CBP eruptions. Dimmings linked to the prop-
agating CMEs are seen as both “dark” cool plasma and areas
of decreased coronal emission resulting from a plasma density
depletion. This indicates the possibility that mini-CMEs repre-
sent a characteristic part of the general CBP lifecycle and that it
is a natural stage in the evolution of CBPs.

In Paper II, the non-potential time-dependent structure of the
magnetic field of the CBPs from Paper I was investigated at the
spatial locations of the eruptions. This investigation also con-
sidered the nature of the overlying coronal magnetic field above
each CBP. To carry out the investigation, an NLFFF relaxation
approach based on a time series of Helioseismic and Magnetic
Imager (HMI) line-of-sight magnetograms was used to produce
a continuous time sequence of NLFFFs for the CBPs. In each
case, the initial condition was considered to be a potential field
extrapolation based on a magnetogram taken before the eruption
time. This initial field was then evolved in time in response to the
observed changes in the magnetic field distribution at the photo-
sphere. The local and global magnetic field structures from the
time series of NLFFF fields were then analysed in the vicinity
of the eruption sites at the approximate times of the eruptions.
The analysis shows that many of the CBP eruptions reported in
Mou et al. (2018) contain magnetic flux ropes at the spatial loca-
tion of the eruptions. The presence of flux ropes at these loca-
tions provides, in many cases, a direct link between the magnetic
field structure, their eruption, and the observation of mini-CMEs.
It is found that all repetitive eruptions are homologous. The
NLFFF simulations show that twisted magnetic field structures
are created at the locations hosting eruptions in CBPs, where the
flux ropes are produced by the footpoint motions occurring in the
photospheric magnetic field observations. Despite this advance
in our knowledge of mini-solar eruptions, the true nature of the
micro-flares remains unclear.

The present study investigates a single case of a coronal hole
CBP eruption (Fig. 1) that was caused by the destabilisation and
eruption of a mini-filament. The eruption resulted in the for-
mation of a jet seen in X-rays. This CBP was selected from a
collection of several eruptive CBPs that were identified in simul-
taneous X-ray and EUV data. In addition, the CBP eruption was
recorded in Hα observations, which adds crucial information on
the response of the solar chromosphere to the flaring activity of
the CBP. These observations, combined with NLFFF modelling,
permit us to investigate, in detail, the connectivity between the
solar chromosphere and corona in addition to the build-up to an
eruptive state of a simple small-scale magnetic loop system in
the solar atmosphere. It is important to note that the observa-
tions may be used to understand both the pre-eruptive, eruptive,
and post-eruptive structures. In contrast, the NLFFF modelling
can only be used to understand the pre-eruptive and build-up to
eruption properties of the magnetic field. The uniqueness of the
chosen CBP relates to its size, which exceeds the typical upper
limit of CBP sizes of ∼60′′, covering a solar-disc projected area
with a diameter of more than ∼100′′. This large CBP provides a

Fig. 1. AIA 193 image showing an equatorial coronal hole. The coronal
bright point that is the subject of the present study is located at the centre
of the field-of-view. The field-of-view shown in Fig. 2 is overplotted
with the black solid line.

unique opportunity to observe and model fine details of the CBP
eruption that are often affected by spatial resolution. In addition,
we are able to identify the physical nature of the micro-flares, fil-
ament eruptions, EUV or X-ray jet formation, and more impor-
tantly the connectivity and thus the energy transport between the
corona and chromosphere during small-scale solar eruptions.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 provides
detailed information on the analysed observational material. The
observational results are given in Sect. 3.1, and the outcome from
the modelling work is presented in Sect. 3.2. The obtained results
are discussed in Sect. 4. The inferred conclusions of the present
investigation are given in Sect. 5.

2. Observational material
The event occurred on 2013 October 12. To study the response of
the solar chromosphere to the energetic (micro-)flaring event, we
used data from the GONG Hα observational program. The data
represent images taken with a Daystar Hα filter with a bandwidth
of 0.67 Å targeting a wavelength of 6562.8 Å, but shifted to the
red. The Hα data cover the time from 15:18 UT until 16:59 UT,
with a cadence of 60 s. Images from 11:54 UT until 14:54 UT
are also available at 1 h cadence and they were used to determine
the formation time of the mini-filament (hereafter MF or simply
filament). The X-ray observations analysed for this study were
obtained with the X-Ray Telescope (XRT; Golub et al. 2007) on
board the Hinode satellite at a 1′′ plate scale and a cadence of
5.7 min using the Al_poly filter. We also used data from AIA
(Lemen et al. 2012) on board SDO (Pesnell et al. 2012), which
consists of seven EUV and three ultraviolet (UV) channels pro-
viding an unprecedented view of the solar corona with an aver-
age cadence of ∼12 s. For our analysis, we employed images
taken at 1 min cadence in the EUV 304, 171, 211, 193, and
94 Å channels (hereafter e.g. AIA 304). The line-of-sight mag-
netograms taken by HMI (Scherrer et al. 2012) on board SDO,
covering the time period between 07:00 and 17:53 UT at a time
cadence of 10 min, were used in the NLFFF modelling. The HMI
magnetograms and AIA images were co-aligned by using the
UV AIA 1600 Å channel, which was consequently aligned with
the AIA EUV channels. All data were de-rotated to 07:00 UT on
2013 October 12.
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3. Results

The CBP that is under investigation in the present study had an
exceptionally long lifetime of more than 9 days. Such a long life-
time is, however, not surprising given its large size. It has long
been established that the lifetime of CBPs is approximately pro-
portional to their maximum size (Golub et al. 1974). Figure 1
shows the CBP (in the centre of the black-lined square) located at
the southern end of an equatorial coronal hole. A bundle of bright
loops are seen surrounded by diffuse emission. Making a precise
determination as to the lifespan of this CBP is difficult as both the
formation and end locations are close to the limb (east∼ formation
and west∼ end). Generally, when CBPs are the result of magnetic
flux emergence at both their “birth” and “death”, the CBPs tend
to be rather small (diameter 5′′ or lower) (Mou et al. 2018).

3.1. Observational analysis and results

The eruption investigated here is one of a series of six erup-
tions that originated from the studied CBP. We focus our anal-
ysis on the eruption on October 12 as this event is recorded by
Hinode/XRT, revealing the formation of a collimated outflow, that
is to say a jet. We note that XRT can take observations during
both specially designed and time-allocated campaigns. Data from
the GONG Hα observing survey program are also available (see
Sect. 2), which gives a rare chance to study the chromospheric
response to a small-scale eruptive phenomenon. The event inves-
tigated here was the largest of all six of the CBPs eruptions. None
of these events resulted in the disappearance of the CBP. The event
was identified during a dedicated search for X-ray jets occur-
ring in equatorial holes from within the XRT archive. As men-
tioned above, this jet was selected for further analysis due to the
CBP size, although a large number of equatorial-region jets were
also found. The eruptive phenomenon took place while the CBP
was located at solar heliographic coordinates xcen = 320′′ and
ycen =−280′′, where xcen and ycen are the approximated CBP
centre coordinates on 2013 October 12.

The CBP eruption follows the general scenario of evolution
already seen during quiet Sun (QS) CBP eruptions (for details
see Mou et al. 2018, and the following paragraphs). Because of
the CBP’s large size and the availability of data that cover a wide
range of temperatures (including Hα, chromosphere and X-ray,
high temperature corona), we were able to observe, model, and
thus understand important details of this eruptive phenomenon.
As previously mentioned, the CBP is located in a coronal hole
that is a region dominated by low emission and an open mag-
netic field. As expected (e.g. Kamio et al. 2011), rather than
evolving into a mini-CME, as is what usually happens in closed
coronal magnetic-field topologies in QS regions (for details see
Innes et al. 2009, 2010; Mou et al. 2018), a collimated flow,
namely a jet, is seen in both EUV and X-ray emission (e.g.
Raouafi et al. 2016, and the references therein). The jet-like erup-
tion was associated with the formation, destabilisation, and erup-
tion of an MF recorded in both the EUV and Hα observations.
Below we present and discuss details on the pre-eruption, erup-
tion, and post-eruption phases as deduced from the observations.

3.1.1. Pre-eruption phase

Before the eruption, an MF is seen in the Hα images at the
location of the CBP as early as 12:54 UT. Table 1 outlines the
timeline of the series of events described below. An earlier Hα

Table 1. Timeline of the CBP–MF eruption.

Time (UT) Event

11:54−12:54 MF formed in this time interval
15:35−15:57 MF starts to slowly rise at a few km s−1

15:57−16:05 Fast eruption of MF at 30± 5 km s−1

15:57 Micro-flare kernel B appears
16:01 First coronal brightening in the EUV channels
16:02 and 16:04 Jet seen in EUV & X-rays
16:07 The micro-flare ribbon appears
16:10 Some of the MF is ejected along the open field lines

A dimming appears in AIA 304
16:20 The ribbon fades away in Hα
16:40 The dimming fades away

The ribbon disappears in the EUV
X-ray emission fades away

image taken at 11:54 UT does not show the MF and, therefore, the
MF formed within the time interval of 11:54 UT and 12:54 UT.
At its earliest detection in the Hα images, the MF cannot be iden-
tified in the AIA 304 and 193 images. In the AIA 304 channel, the
MF cannot be separated from other “dark” structures that could
either be cool material (see Mou et al. 2018, for details) or sim-
ply the result of a lack of emission at a transition region or coro-
nal temperatures. In the AIA 193 channel, the filament is possibly
obscured by the overlying coronal loops of the CBP. Mou et al.
(2018) have already pointed out that MFs are often not visible
until the time of their eruption. This may be because they lie very
low in the solar atmosphere, that is, below the CBP loops that
have an average height of 6500 km (Madjarska 2019), or because
they form only shortly (an hour or so) before their eruption. The
investigation of Hermans & Martin (1986) reports that the time
from MFs’ formation to their eruption is 70 min on average. At
the present time, it is unknown whether their end of life always
results in an eruption.

The MF is most clearly seen in the first Hα image of the 60 s
cadence sequence at 15:18 UT (see Fig. 2, where an image from
15:26 UT is shown as it was the first high quality image from
the time series). At this time, it is still difficult to distinguish
the MF from the other dark structures seen in the AIA 304 and
193 images. However, from knowing the MF location in the Hα
image, we were also able to identify it in the EUV images (see
the arrows in the first column of Fig. 2). This illustrates that chro-
mospheric data (e.g. Hα) are essential in studying any eruptive
solar phenomenon, as the physical processes involved in their
formation and evolution leave important footprints throughout
the entire solar atmosphere. The two arrows in the images in the
second column of Fig. 2, which were taken at 15:59 UT, point
out the MF just as it starts to rise at approximately 3−4 h after its
formation. The footpoint separation of the MF was estimated to
be 60± 5′′ using the image at 15:59 UT, where the MF is clearly
visible along its entire length.

As expected, the MF lies along the polarity inversion line that
separates the bipoles forming the CBP. The contour on the HMI
magnetogram in Fig. 2 (first panel) outlines the darkest feature in
the Hα image taken at 15:26 UT. This is the densest and widest
part of the MF. It should be noted that the position of the contour
on the HMI magnetogram (at photospheric heights) is affected
by projection effects as the CBP is not located at disc centre.
This can explain why the MF location is not precisely between
the positive and negative polarities. The modelling of the coro-
nal magnetic field and that of the MF flux rope also show that
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Fig. 2. From top to bottom rows: GONG Hα, AIA 304, AIA 193, XRT, and HMI images showing co-observations of the pre-eruption (first column),
eruption (second), and post-eruption (columns three and four) phase of the CBP. White arrows point at the erupting filament. The post-flare loops
can be seen in the third and fourth columns of AIA 193 and XRT images. The black arrows on the XRT images point at the X-ray jet (the images
are shown with reversed, negative, colours). The HMI magnetograms are scaled from −50 to 50 G. The orange contour on the magnetograms (first
panel) outlines the largest part of the mini-filament. The orange contours (third panel) outline the location of the micro-flare kernels noted with A,
B, and C.

the position and the flux rope connectivities are more complex
than what can be deduced by simply overlying the Hα position
with that of the polarities on the photospheric magnetogram (see
Sect. 3.2 for the model details).

The observed unsigned total photospheric magnetic flux
(see Fig. B.1) shows a continuous steady decrease of ∼15%
for the time period between 08:00 and 18:00 UT (estimated
from a boxed region at the location of the CBP). The two
major opposite polarities show a very small convergence but
they remain at a large distance from one another during the
analysed time period. Therefore, the flux cancellation between
these opposite magnetic polarities can be excluded as the main
cause for flux rope formation and the subsequent MF erup-
tion. At the north-eastern edge of the negative polarity, a

small-scale flux emergence event takes place, followed by flux
divergence, and then convergence and cancellation. This new
flux does not appear to have a marked influence on the gen-
eral trend of decreasing flux in the region. Observed motions
and the magnetic flux cancellation of the small-scale flux
concentrations may have been the mechanism for the build-up
of the flux rope (see Sect. 3.2 for further details).

3.1.2. Eruption phase

The eruption phase of the MF follows the same path that is
typically found for active-region or quiescent filaments (Parenti
2014, and the references therein). The MF started to ascend
slowly at ∼15:35 UT with a speed of a few kilometres per
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Fig. 3. From left to right: GONG Hα, AIA 304, and AIA 193 images showing the CBP with the erupting filament visible in absorption in all three
channels. The white solid line is the location from which the time-slice image in Hα, several AIA channels, and XRT are shown in Fig. 4. The
images were taken at 15:58 UT. White arrows point at the erupting filament.

second; this lasted until approximately 15:57 UT. The slow rise
was then followed by a fast lift-off of the MF. Figure 3 shows
GONG Hα, AIA 304, and AIA 193 images with an overplotted
line that passes through the filament. The emission along this
line was used to create the time-slice images shown in Fig. 4
that illustrate the temporal and spatial evolution of the MF erup-
tion as well as one of the micro-flare kernels (kernel B, see the
following paragraph for more details). Flare kernels and ribbons
are one of the main observational components of solar flares as
they represent the location of chromospheric heating. From the
time-slice Hα image, we estimated an eruption speed along the
slice of ∼30± 5 km s−1 (the rise of the MF between 15:57 and
16:05 UT). This speed should not be considered purely as an
upward motion. The provided animation (Fig. B.2) demonstrates
that some of the MF plasma that was located in the magnetic flux
rope lifts up, swirls, and follows the open magnetic field lines of
the already formed coronal jet escaping into the upper corona.
The darkening or dimming strip seen in the AIA 304 time-slice
image after 16:10 UT illustrates this cool material propagation,
which appears to evolve at the same speed of ∼30± 5 km s−1.

At 16:01 UT, the AIA 304, 193, 171, and 94 images in Fig. 4
reveal the first coronal brightening above the filament that could
be, but not solely, related to magnetic reconnection associated
with the rising MF magnetic field. Increased emission accompa-
nying the entire rising filament can also be seen in the AIA 304,
193, 171, and 94 images of Fig. 4.

A signature of a micro-flaring event is first and best seen in
the AIA 171 channel at 15:57 UT. The event indicates that chro-
mospheric heating occurs at the pre-eruption location of the MF
at the very start of the fast lift-off phase. Three distinctive bright
kernels, A, B, and C as indicated in Fig. 2, are observed in the Hα
images. All three of them are a part of the micro-flare ribbon that
forms at a later time. The kernels are well observed in the EUV
channels; however, without information from the Hα images, it
would have been hard to identify them as flare kernels given the
complexity of the emission seen in the EUV channels during
the eruption. As mentioned above, the path of the cut in Fig. 3
slices through the rising MF and one of the flare kernels, ker-
nel B. It is well known from flare studies that flare kernels result
from rapid intense heating that occurs during the rising phase
of solar flares. They are believed to result from non-thermal
particles that are released during magnetic reconnection in the
corona (e.g. Fisher et al. 1985; Young et al. 2013). This recon-
nection occurs between the ascending flux rope of the MF and

the overlying loop structures (Hudson 2007; Fletcher et al. 2011;
Fletcher 2012). No observational signature is found for magnetic
reconnection beneath the filament. Section 3.2 discusses the rela-
tionship of the kernels with that of the coronal magnetic field
configuration.

The lightcurves in Fig. 5 show the variation of the intensity in
the different wavelength channels where the intensity temporal
evolution is determined from the area between the two horizon-
tal lines shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 2 and the animation (Fig. B.2),
one can see that the time-slice image reveals the evolution of
the rising MF as well as the micro-flare kernel B as described
above. The earlier response of the AIA 171 channel compared
to the other EUV channels (94, 193, and 304 Å) can possibly
be explained by the fact that this channel includes low tem-
perature emission from the Ov 172.2 Å and Ovi 173.0 Å lines.
Thus the MF is not seen strongly in absorption, but only with
slightly reduced emission. Therefore, the response in this chan-
nel is the true starting time of the kernel appearance. The early
response in the EUV channels compared to the X-ray emission
is consistent with an energy transportation process dominated
by non-thermal particle beams that were generated during the
reconnection process. The later response in Hα comes from the
obscuring of kernel B by the MF along the line-of-sight (see the
animation in Fig. B.2). The X-ray emission increase is delayed
by 5−6 min. It is dominated by the emission from the coronal
loops that are heated to X-ray temperatures where heat conduc-
tion is the dominant energy transport mechanism. Soft X-ray
emission may also have been emitted from the heated chromo-
sphere, but the observations are dominated by the bright coro-
nal structures that obscure the kernels and thus they cannot be
seen. The lightcurves reveal a fast rising micro-flare phase fol-
lowed by a gradual phase, as is typically observed in solar flares
(Fletcher et al. 2011).

The evacuation of hot material in X-rays and the EUV is first
seen as a collimated flow (a jet) along open magnetic field lines,
starting around 16:02 UT in AIA 304 or 16:04 UT in the XRT
images (the XRT cadence is 4 min). The jet evolution can be
followed in the provided animation that shows quasi-cotemporal
AIA 304, AIA 193, and XRT (Fig. B.2) images. This is followed
at 16:10 UT by a cloud of cool plasma (partially erupting MF)
seen in absorption in the AIA 304 images as mentioned above.
The jet is not visible in the AIA 193 and 171 images because
of the strong background emission in these channels as the jet
propagates above the QS.
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du

Fig. 4. Time-slice images in Hα, AIA 304, 171, 193, and 94 channels, and X-rays produced from the location shown in Fig. 3. White arrows
point at the erupting filament. The white upper arrow on the AIA 304 image points at the dimming. The black arrow on the XRT image points
at the X-ray jet. The white and orange bottom arrows indicate the micro-flare. The two horizontal white lines outline the region from which the
lightcurves in Fig. 5 were produced.

3.1.3. Post-eruption phase

The post-flare loops gradually become brighter and are most vis-
ible after 16:20 UT (see the right column of Fig. 3), thus ∼20 min
after the micro-flare takes place. The lightcurves in Fig. 5 display
a typical gradual phase with a slow intensity decrease in the fad-
ing (cooling) post-flare loops and ribbons. The micro-flare rib-
bon as well as the flare kernels fade away first in the Hα images
(around 16:20 UT), lasting until at least 16:45 UT in the EUV.

3.2. Modelling analysis and results

The NLFFF modelling, based on the time series of HMI data
(covering the time from 07:00 UT to 17:53 UT on 12 Octo-
ber), follows the procedure discussed in Galsgaard et al. (2019).
Here we provide a brief introduction to the modelling approach
where detailed information along with a justification for using

this approach are given in Appendix A. It is important to note
that this modelling approach may only be used to study the
coronal field of the CBP and MF during the build-up to the
eruption in order to understand the nature and evolution of the
pre-eruptive field. It cannot be used to simulate the eruption
itself. The initial 3D condition of the magnetic field is cho-
sen to be a potential magnetic field derived from the first HMI
magnetogram in the time series. This 3D magnetic field is then
evolved forward in time using the observed changes in the pho-
tospheric magnetic flux found in the time series of the HMI data.
These changes inject electric currents and non-potentiality into
the 3D coronal magnetic field. After each change in the HMI
magnetograms is applied, the 3D configuration is relaxed to a
new NLFFF solution before the boundary conditions are once
again changed and the process is repeated. This allows the 3D
magnetic field to evolve through a series of NLFFF configura-
tions based on the applied boundary motions. This type of an
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Fig. 5. Normalised (to the maximum intensity value) lightcurves in Hα (red line with corresponding right Y axis), AIA 304 (orange), AIA 193
(purple), AIA 94 (green), and X-rays (black, black left Y axis), as well as AIA 171 (blue, blue left Y axis), produced from the location outlined
with two horizontal white lines in Fig. 4.

Fig. 6. Left column: AIA 193 and HMI taken at 15:26 UT, with an overplotted NLFFF structure. Right column: same as for the left column, but at
16:35 UT. Left and right columns: time prior to the eruption and post-eruption phases, respectively.

evolving magnetic field configuration enables for the build-up of
free magnetic energy, which may eventually be converted into
eruptive events if or when the magnetic structure becomes suf-
ficiently stressed. This semi-dynamical evolution of the NLFFF
cannot be reproduced by deriving a time series of static NLFFF
models from a series of independent well defined vector field
boundary conditions. The NLFFF modelling approach described
above only relies on normal component magnetograms, which
is important to specify. HMI vector magnetograms can only
be used in regions with strong magnetic fields due to the low
signal-to-noise ratio of the transverse component of the field in
the quiet Sun (Hoeksema et al. 2014; Leka et al. 2009). Since
the noise level of the HMI transverse component is 100 G (e.g.
Tadesse et al. 2013) and the CBP transverse component is far
below this value, HMI vector magnetograms cannot be used in
the present study.

Figure 6 shows how the coronal loop structure forming the
CBP in the NLFFF modelling changes over a 69 min time period
around the time of the observed eruption. The field lines are plot-
ted on top of a background image taken in the AIA 193 channel

(top row) and HMI magnetograms (bottom row), respectively.
The magnetic field lines are traced from fixed positions in time
close to the photospheric surface. Each magnetic field line is
colour-coded based on the strength of the electric current along
the field line, where the strength of the current is given in the
panel in the lower right corner of each image. The frames show
two sets of loop systems that connect from the large positive
polarity to two separate negative flux concentrations. These two
large loop systems only show small changes over the 69 min time
frame, even though this time period covers the time of the erup-
tion, where significant changes are seen in the coronal AIA 193
images. This is not surprising as a recent model of X-ray jets
from CBPs by Wyper et al. (2018) has shown similar results.
The observations show that after the post-flare loop formation,
the observed loops relax back to their earlier configuration. This
is supported by the findings of the NLFFF model where the pre-
eruption arcades are close to potential.

During the pre-eruption phase, the smaller and more com-
pact magnetic field arcade in the left panel of Fig. 6 clearly
outlines the location of the enhanced emission in the AIA 193
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Fig. 7. Top row: Hα images taken at 16:13 UT during the eruption phase with an overplotted, overlying coronal field (left panel) and the magnetic
flux skeleton that holds the filament (right panel). Bottom row: HMI magnetograms taken at 16:15 UT with the same overplotted magnetic field
lines.

image related to the CBP. The larger arcade is associated with a
rather hazy enhanced coronal emission, where no clear structur-
ing is visible. In the observed post-flare and eruption phase, the
plasma of the large arcade is heated to coronal temperatures and
the loops become bright in the AIA 193 channel. As is shown
in Mou et al. (2018) and Galsgaard et al. (2019), CBPs can pro-
duce a series of homologous eruptions (this CBP has produced
at least six eruptions) while the CBP retains its general magnetic
field configuration.

The NLFFF modelling not only reproduces the overlying
CBP loop system (see the left frame in Fig. 7), but also a mag-
netic flux rope (right frame) located inside the CBP loop arcade.
Both magnetic systems are shown overplotted on the Hα image,
which was taken at the time of the eruption (16:13 UT). The
location of the magnetic flux rope corresponds to the location
of the MF in the Hα images. The left frame shows that the
micro-flare kernels are associated with specific parts of the foot-
points of the loop structure, while the flux rope lies between
the micro-flare kernels. The flux rope has three clearly distin-
guishable footpoints, but only one footpoint appears to be rooted
in the top left kernel (kernel A, see Fig. 2) where some of the
overlying coronal loops are also embedded. The structure of
the overlying loop system is relatively simple, while the struc-
ture of the flux rope is rather complicated. The flux rope splits
into two branches halfway along its length, where there are both
east-west and north-south orientated parts. The magnetic field
lines in the north-south part of the magnetic flux rope join the
east-west part and reverse in direction to connect towards the
negative flux concentration that lies in the upper left part of
the image. Exactly how this complicated field line structure of
the flux rope is associated with the observed eruption around
this time is unclear. This cannot be explained by our modelling
approach that considers sequences of NLFFFs. It is interesting to
note that there is a significant current along the north-south frac-
tion of the flux rope, which may be the location of the flux rope
destabilisation. However, from the NLFFF simulation, it is clear
that a highly non-potential magnetic field exists between the
micro-flare kernels at the time of the eruption. This non-potential

structure is created by the surface motions observed in the HMI
magnetograms.

Figure 8 shows the local magnetic field line connectivity
from the two flare kernel regions (B and C in Fig. 2) at the time
during the observed eruption. From kernel B, the connectivity
is mainly towards kernel C, where there are mostly low lying
field lines with only a weak current. From kernel C, the con-
nectivity is more complex. Here it connects with both kernels B
and A, where some of the field lines exhibit a higher twist even
though they still only have a small amount of current along them.
This clearly shows how complicated the general magnetic field
structure is.

The NLFFF modelling approach that was used to simulate
the 3D magnetic field structure allowed us to follow the time-
dependent build-up of the twisted magnetic flux rope that forms
above the PIL between the two polarity regions at the loca-
tion of the observed MF. In Fig. 9 we show four frames taken
at 08:37 UT, 11:52 UT, 13:29 UT, and 15:56 UT, which show
the build-up of the flux rope. We also provide an animation of
the image sequence for the time period between 08:37 UT and
16:35 UT (link in the caption of Fig. 9). It is important to note
that the initial condition of the simulation is a potential mag-
netic field. Therefore, an extended time period is required for the
build-up of electric currents and sufficient free magnetic energy
to form twisted structures above the PIL region. The frames
show examples of this process in which as time progresses, it
can be seen that the twisted structure forms and increases in
size where it is present, well in advance of the actual eruption
of the CBP region. Within the modelling, there is no eruption of
the flux rope, instead the twisted region continues to increase
in complexity as the modelling progresses in time. One pos-
sible reason for this is that this type of structure can be seen
to become numerically unstable when investigated for regions
that are larger and therefore better resolved (Gibb et al. 2014;
Pagano et al. 2013, 2014). The lack of instability here may there-
fore be partly due to the small scale of the region, which results
in a relatively low resolution of the region of interest at the
CBP. This does not allow the free magnetic energy to increase
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Fig. 8. Magnetic field lines traced from two different source regions for an HMI magnetogram taken at 16:15 UT. Left column: magnetic field
lines of the reconstructed brightest loop structure as traced from the location of one of the micro-flare kernels (B). Right column: magnetic field
lines traced from micro-flare kernel C. The latter location corresponds to one of the footpoints of the filament flux rope. The red squares with
connecting red lines show the starting location from which the magnetic field lines are traced. Top row background: log10(AIA 193 Å) images
taken at 16:15 UT. Bottom row background: HMI magnetograms taken at 16:15 UT.

Fig. 9. Magnetic field lines traced from a large source region covering the region of the positive and negative magnetic flux concentrations
associated with the CBP. The frames show how a twisted flux structure builds up over time in response to the imposed changes in the footpoint
positions. An animation is also provided online.

enough, nor the structure to become unstable leading to its dis-
ruption. However, it is clear that the surface motions deduced
from the normal component magnetograms produce a highly
non-potential flux rope at the correct location of the MF.

4. Discussion

Co-temporal observations of the chromosphere, the transition
region, and the hot (X-ray) solar corona combined with photo-
spheric magnetic fields are essential for understanding the causes
for solar eruptions and the processes that take place during any

eruptive phenomena. These observations combined with data-
driven models can reveal, within certain limitations, the com-
plexity of the physical processes that take place during eruptive
phenomena. This type of phenomenon, but on a small-scale and
originating from a coronal bright point in an equatorial coronal
hole, is the subject of the detailed analysis of the present paper.
CBPs are highly important and suitable phenomena to study
eruptions as they are well defined and spatially isolated from
other structures and dynamic phenomena. This is in contrast
to the similar but far larger and more complex active regions.
Thus, for CBP, the identification of a trigger or cause as well as
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understanding of the spatial and time evolution of all involved
plasma and magnetic structures is far easier, despite the occa-
sional spatial resolution issues. To eliminate these resolution
limitations, the present study concentrated on the largest iden-
tified coronal hole CBP that produces a mass ejection consisting
of a mini-filament eruption and an EUV and X-ray jet. While a
series of studies have reported and discussed the role of mini-
filaments as triggers of jets (in coronal holes) and mini-CMEs
(in the quiet Sun, e.g. see Mou et al. 2018, and the references
therein), data-driven modelling of their formation and investi-
gations of the possible cause of their eruption have only been
addressed by Galsgaard et al. (2019). On the other hand, quiet
Sun and active region filament formation and eruption have been
intensively studied, both observationally and theoretically, over
several decades (e.g. Mackay et al. 2010; Parenti 2014; Gibson
2018, and the references therein).

Point-like brightenings have been reported in numerous
studies of jets or CBP eruptions, and they have been named
micro-flares or jet bright points (for details, see the dedicated
discussion in Sect. 4.5 of Mou et al. 2018). These events appear
at the location of the filament eruption, that is, at the polarity
inversion line. Given the small scale of the mini-filaments and
their associated polarity inversion line, the micro-flare is usually
localised over just a few arcseconds. Therefore, its fine details
are hard to resolve, which also includes its relationship to the
photospheric or coronal magnetic field configuration. Thanks to
the large scale CBP analysed in the present study, we are able
to investigate, in detail, the nature of this point-like brighten-
ing or micro-flare. The micro-flare analysed here was clearly
identified with three distinctive flare kernels that are known to
be the signature of an intensely heated chromosphere follow-
ing an energy deposition from the corona and the release of
fast non-thermal particles. Although some studies have reported
delays in the appearance of these micro-flares or the so-called
jet bright points in EUV and X-ray images, as explained in
Mou et al. (2018), this is caused by the rising cool mini-filament
obscuring them due to the extinction of EUV emission in the
cool plasma of the filament body. When viewed on a very small
scale as in the cases of jets and mini-CMEs, these kernels only
appear as an intense point-like brightening in images that reg-
ister emission with temperatures between 10 000 K and 10 MK
(e.g. Young et al. 2013).

The timing of the micro-flare associated with three distinc-
tive kernels seen in Hα and EUV, combined with the timing of
the brightening in the corona above the rising mini-filament,
indicate that the micro-flare occurs due to a magnetic recon-
nection between the rising flux rope of the mini-filament and
the magnetic field of the overlying corona. This is supported by
the NLFFF modelling which shows that, at the location of the
mini-filament, a flux rope structure exists and coronal loops lie
above it. Based on this interpretation, it is important to discuss
the interpretation of jet bright points from the simulation of jets
caused by mini-filament eruptions by Wyper et al. (2017). The
authors show an example of the observation of a jet bright point.
Post-flare loops in their simulations (Fig. 2b in their paper) are
associated with the jet bright point seen at the footpoints of an
EUV jet shown in their extended data (Fig. 2). Post-flare loops
form during the gradual phase of solar flares or microflares: In
the present case, they formed around 10 min after the flare and
lasted for several hours during the micro-flare gradual phase. In
contrast, the jet bright points or micro-flares referred to here,
appear during the lift-off of the filament. They arise the moment
the flux rope reaches the overlying loops and when the energy
release and deposition (e.g. magnetic reconnection) takes place.

Thus jet bright points or micro-flares actually represent spatially
unresolved micro-flare kernels.

An NLFFF modelling of eruptive phenomena, such as the
one presented here, does not allow us to clearly follow the
dynamical evolution across the eruption phase. Instead it only
allows us to consider the slow quasi-static evolution of the mag-
netic field during the build-up phase of the eruption. From the
modelling of active regions, Gibb et al. (2014) and Yardley et al.
(2018) found that the NLFFF modelling is able to evolve across
eruptions; although, it is not able to handle the dynamical evolu-
tion of the actual explosive event. To follow dynamic eruptive
events, a full MHD simulation with both a realistic magnetic
configuration and atmospheric model is required. The present
modelling is able to clearly show that the initial potential mag-
netic field can be evolved by surface motions alone into an
NLFFF configuration that contains free magnetic energy in the
region that observationally hosts the eruption. The comparison
of the magnetic field structure to the observations shows that
the NLFFF magnetic model contains many of the features that
can explain the different observational signatures of the evolu-
tion and the eruption of the CBP. The model shows the presence
of a complicated flux rope at the location where the observed
mini-filament eruption is found to take place. By combining
this with the information found in the previous investigation by
Galsgaard et al. (2019), it is clear that the eruptions seen in the
majority of CBPs require the presence of a flux rope in order
for the eruption to take place. One open question is how realis-
tic the flux rope found in this time-dependent NLFFF modelling
is compared to the real magnetic field configuration in the solar
environment. The modelling here is based on the evolution of the
normal magnetic field component. This is naturally a limitation
compared to having access to the full magnetic field vector at
the solar surface. HMI vector magnetograms can only be used in
regions with strong magnetic fields because of the low signal-to-
noise of the transverse component of the field in the quiet Sun
(Hoeksema et al. 2014; Leka et al. 2009). The noise level of the
HMI transverse component is 100 G, while the CBP transverse
magnetic-field component is far below this value. Thus HMI
vector magnetograms cannot be used to study CBPs. Obtain-
ing this type of vector data requires the observational techniques
to be improved upon on the following three fronts: first, the
threshold for getting reliable vector magnetograms; second, a
higher spatial resolution to better follow the small-scale struc-
tural changes; and third, a time resolution that makes it possible
to follow the evolution in much greater detail. Presently, only
the Spectro-Polarimeter of the Solar Optical Telescope on board
Hinode provides vector field measurements at a sufficiently high
signal-to-noise ratio. Unfortunately, these observations have a
limited field-of-view at a relatively low cadence (not better than
14 min), which is insufficient to constrain the present model.

5. Summary and conclusions

Given the estimated occurrence rate of mini-CMEs and jets to be
at least 870 per day (Mou et al. 2018) over the whole Sun as well
as their possible impact on the upper solar corona and solar wind,
it is clear that understanding their trigger and evolution is of key
importance. At present, in the time of the two state-of-the-art
space missions, Solar Orbiter and Parker Probe, combined with
the largest ground based observatories, such as the Daniel K.
Inouye Solar Telescope and the European Solar Telescope, along
with our ever improving theoretical modelling, we have a unique
opportunity to advance our knowledge on these phenomena.
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Here we present a case study of an eruption from a
CBP located in an equatorial hole, which is a continuation
of our investigation of eruptions from CBPs (the previous
were dedicated to CBPs in the QS). The following series of
events occurred during the eruptive phenomenon, which can be
deduced through studying both the observations and the NLFFF
model. A mini-filament formed beneath the arcade of a large
CBP located in a coronal hole around 3−4 h before the erup-
tion, on 2013 October 12. The NLFFF modelling of the coronal
field shows a flux rope forming at the location of the observed
MF, which is well aligned in time with the observations.
During the formation of the MF (observations) or flux rope
(NLFFF model), no significant photospheric magnetic flux con-
centration displacement (convergence) was observed and no sig-
nificant magnetic flux cancellation between the two main mag-
netic polarities forming the CBP was detected in the time leading
to the dynamic phenomenon. The total unsigned flux did steadily
decrease over 10 h (see Fig. B.1), but this is the typical evolution
of magnetic flux associated with any CBP whether or not they
produce coronal jets or mini-CMEs. Therefore, the flux rope for-
mation in the model at the spatial location of the MF must have
been generated by small-scale footpoint motions and cancella-
tion. A micro-flare that occurred at the lift-off of the MF is asso-
ciated with three flare kernels that formed shortly after the MF
lift-off. No observational signature is found for magnetic recon-
nection beneath the erupting MF.

The applied NLFFF modelling has clearly demonstrated that
an initial potential field can be evolved into a non-potential mag-
netic field configuration that contains free magnetic energy in
the region that observationally hosts the eruption. The compar-
ison of the magnetic field structure revealed that the magnetic
NLFFF model contains many of the features that can explain
the different observational signatures found in the evolution and
eruption of the mini-filament and the CBP. In the future, this type
of modelling may eventually indicate the location of destabilisa-
tion that results in the eruptions of flux ropes.
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Appendix A: Data-driven NLFFF simulations

To simulate the 3D coronal evolution of the CBP from the
magnetogram observations, a time-dependent NLFFF relaxation
technique is applied (Gibb et al. 2014). This technique follows
the evolution of the 3D magnetic field of the CBP and surround-
ing regions, where the evolution of the coronal field is directly
driven by the magnetogram data. The NLFFF relaxation tech-
nique may be used to simulate the solar corona as the Alfvén
speed is approximately one order of magnitude greater than the
sound speed in the corona. This means that magnetic forces
are dominant over plasma forces and magnetic fields are in a
force-free state. While there are three force-free assumptions
that can be made (potential, linear, and non-linear), we chose
to model the magnetic field of the CBP using the non-linear
force-free assumption as it is the most realistic. With this mod-
elling technique, we may simulate the slow quasi-static evolu-
tion of the solar corona through a series of non-linear force-free
states, where these states are a consequence of the boundary evo-
lution obtained from the observed magnetograms. It is impor-
tant to note that the non-linear force-free modelling technique
and approximation applied are only valid for near equilibrium
coronal conditions in the absence of eruptions. Due to this, the
NLFFF technique can be used to model the build-up of stress and
free magnetic energy to the point of an eruption, but not the erup-
tion itself. Once an eruption occurs, rapid dynamics take place
and pressure forces can no longer be neglected (Pagano et al.
2013, 2014). The technique can, however, be used to understand
the pre-eruptive and build-up to eruption magnetic field configu-
rations. To employ this technique, a number of stages need to be
applied, ranging from data preparation, the construction of the
initial condition, and finally the full simulation where each of
these stages are now described in detail.

The data preparation stage produces a long time series of
normal component magnetograms that are used as the evolv-
ing boundary condition at the photosphere which drives the 3D
coronal magnetic field and simulation. Detailed information on
this process can be found in Paper II where we briefly recap
the process. First, the time resolution of the HMI time series is
reduced from 45 s to 450 s. This is carried out to eliminate any
high-frequency noise that exists between two consecutive mag-
netograms and this allows for a more clean determination of the
systematic time changes of the magnetic features between sub-
sequent magnetograms. In addition to this temporal change to
the time series of magnetograms, an additional spatial clean up
and smoothing is applied to the 2D HMI magnetograms. This
includes the removal of single-pixel clusters with unrealistically
high count values. In contrast to previous studies which consid-
ered active regions (Gibb et al. 2014; Yardley et al. 2018), no
lower flux threshold for zeroing pixels values is adopted. This
is because the flux regions under investigation are small in pixel
sizes compared to active regions and removing the flux below a
given threshold may strongly influence the magnetic field topol-
ogy and the derived time evolution. Once these processes are
carried out, a long time series of magnetogram data representing
the evolution of the magnetic field in the photosphere underneath
and surrounding the CBP is produced. These data show typical
features occurring in the magnetic carpet, including emergence,
coalescence, fragmentation, and cancellation. The time series is
made sufficiently long such that the slow systematic changes in
the photospheric magnetic field configuration that systematically
stress the 3D coronal magnetic field can be followed over time.

The continuous time evolution of the magnetic field obtained
through the applied magnetograms is assumed to be 2D periodic

in the horizontal direction. For the NLFFF simulations, the pri-
mary variable is the magnetic vector potential, A. To simulate
the CBP, a time series of vector potentials are derived at the
photosphere based on the normal component magnetograms.
To change the magnetic field on the photospheric boundary in
accordance with the observations, it is assumed that the two hor-
izontal components of the vector potential in the photospheric
plane can be represented by a scalar potential (Φ) in the follow-
ing way,

Ax =
∂Φ

∂y
, (A.1)

Ay = −
∂Φ

∂x
· (A.2)

Using the general definition of the magnetic field by a vector
potential, B = ∇ × A, and setting the gauge to zero, these
two approaches are combined to provide a Poisson equation for
determining the scalar potential Φ based on the knowledge of the
magnetic field at the bottom boundary,

∂2Φ

∂x2 +
∂2Φ

∂y2 = −Bz. (A.3)

Assuming the data in the 2D plane are periodic, this equation is
solved using a fast Fourier transform (FFT) approach, where Bz
represents the normal field component. Once the time series of
the magnetogram data is produced, the first frame is used to con-
struct an initial potential field. As none of the magnetograms are
in a perfect flux balance, the top boundary of the domain is open,
which allows the excess magnetic flux to exit. Again, to con-
struct the initial potential 3D magnetic field, an FFT approach is
used where this solution may be expanded in height defining an
initial potential magnetic field using the Devore Gauge (DeVore
2000).

To simulate the coupled evolution of the photospheric and
coronal magnetic fields through a continuous sequence of
NLFFF solutions that are driven by the evolution of the corrected
HMI magnetograms at the photosphere, the following technique
is applied. To start the simulation, the vector potential A describ-
ing the initial potential field is taken along with its deduced
coronal field. Subsequently, the vector potential components at
the base (Ax, Ay) are updated, resulting in the time evolution of
the normal magnetic field at the photosphere from the present
observed magnetogram to the next. The effect of this boundary
evolution is to inject electric currents, a Poynting flux, and non-
potentiality into the coronal field which evolves the coronal field
away from equilibrium. In response to this, the vector potential
in the full 3D domain is found by solving the uncurled induction
equation,

∂A
∂t

= u × B + Rnum, (A.4)

where u is the magneto-frictional velocity, expressed by

u =
1
ν

j × B
B2 , (A.5)

and Rnum is a non-ideal term that allows for numerical diffusion.
The role of the magneto-frictional velocity is to return the coro-
nal field to an equilibrium force-free state, in general, this would
be a non-linear force-free field. For each update of the bound-
ary conditions provided by the corrected HMI data, the induction
equation is solved in a frictional time until the magneto-frictional
velocity becomes sufficiently low. This indicates that a new, near
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NLFFF state has been reached and a snapshot of the 3D vector
potential, A, is saved. Using this technique, a continuous time
sequence of NLFFF can be produced from the observed magne-
tograms. A full description of the code is given in Mackay et al.
(2011) and Gibb et al. (2014).

It is important to note that for the NLFFF modelling tech-
nique that we apply in this paper, we do not use or require vec-
tor field information. As mentioned in Sect. 3.1.1, HMI vector
magnetograms are only suitable for regions with strong mag-
netic fields because of the low signal-to-noise ratio of the trans-
verse component of the field in the quiet Sun (Hoeksema et al.
2014; Leka et al. 2009). The noise level of the HMI transverse
component is 100 G (e.g. Tadesse et al. 2013), while the CBP
transverse component is far below this value. Thus, HMI vec-
tor magnetograms cannot be used to study CBPs. Therefore, the
technique that we apply is very useful when vector data are not
sufficient to constrain the horizontal field at the photosphere.
Rather non-potential horizontal fields are self-consistently pro-
duced due to the applied evolution of the normal field component
and its subsequent Poynting flux injection into the corona. Once
constructed, the 3D vector field from the simulation is analysed
using VAPOR in an attempt to better understand the structural
evolution of the magnetic field, with an emphasis on the region
around the erupting CBP.

Appendix B: Additional figures

Fig. B.1. Normalised total unsigned magnetic flux temporal evolution
from the region outlined with a white square on the HMI panel in Fig. 2
at 16:35:01 UT, covering the time interval from 07:00 to 17:53 UT on
2013 October 12. The vertical lines indicate the period of the eruption.

Fig. B.2. Animation of a sequence of GONG Hα, AIA 193 (top row),
AIA 211, and XRT (bottom row) images, showing the series of events
including the mini-filament eruption and EUV and X-ray jet formation,
as well as the flare ribbon and post-flare loop formation. The animation
is available online.
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